
DIESEL: THE FACTS

The vehicle emissions standards in force in the UK are among the 
strictest in the world, and from 1 September 2015, all new cars must 
meet the new Euro-6 standard – the toughest yet. [SOURCE: EURO 6 
EU REG 692/2008 AS AMENDED]

The latest diesel cars are the cleanest in history, with high tech filters 
capturing 99% of all soot particles and exhaust after-treatments 
reducing emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) by 84% since 2000. 
[SOURCES: SMMT DATA; EURO STANDARDS]
 
UK NOx emissions from passenger cars have fallen 81% since 1990 - 
the biggest reduction of any sector. [SOURCE: DEFRA AQPI]

And the tech is proven in the real world. Tests of new Euro-6 buses 
using the London 159 Bus Route show a 95% drop in NOx emissions 
over older Euro-5 vehicles. [SOURCE: Transport for London]

It would take 42 million Euro-6 diesel cars to produce the same 
amount of NOx as a large coal-fired power station. Electricity 
generation is the biggest source of NOx emissions affecting air quality, 
followed by cars and commercial vehicles; heating; and non-road 
transport. [SOURCES: EEA; SMMT; DEFRA AQPI; RACF]

In a world without diesel, average fuel use for new cars in the UK 
would be 11% higher – amounting to an extra £315 million per year in 
fuel bills for British drivers. [SOURCE: SMMT DATA 2002-14]

Diesel cars have contributed massively to reducing CO2 emissions. 
Since 2002, buyers choosing diesel have saved almost 3 million 
tonnes of CO2 from going into the atmosphere. [SOURCE: SMMT DATA 
2002-14]

One in every three cars on UK roads is fuelled by diesel, and their 
drivers rely on them to travel 118 billion miles every year. On average, 
diesel cars cover 60% more miles than their petrol counterparts. 
[SOURCE: SMMT]

Almost 900,000 diesel engines worth £2.8 billion, including new 
Euro-6 units, will be produced in the UK in 2015 – and some 85% of 
these will be exported. [SOURCE: SMMT]

Manufacturers spend billions of pounds developing new diesel 
technology. In 2014 alone, they invested £1 billion in British production 
facilities, creating 1,700 new jobs. [SOURCE: SMMT]

Get the facts on diesel at dieselfacts.co.uk
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Since 1992, the EU has imposed increasingly strict limits on 
vehicle emissions through a series of Euro Standards. The latest 
and toughest yet is called Euro-6, and from 1 September 2015 all 
new cars must meet it. Euro-6 cars produce a tiny fraction of the 

pollutants emitted by their predecessors of even just four years ago. 
Even better, Euro-6 comes in two stages, the second of which will 
require emissions testing in a variety of on-road conditions - proving 
that the huge reductions in NOx are delivered in the real world.

What is Euro-6?

Particulate matter (PM10) emissions fell 96% from 
Euro-1 to Euro-6, and are today equivalent to one grain 
of sand per km driven
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Real world tests
ExhauSt EmISSIonS: How diESElS HAvE dEvEloPEd

Euro 5

Tests conducted by Transport for London using the cross-
city London 159 Bus Route show a 95% reduction in 
emissions of NOx over older technology vehicles.

[DEFRA AQPI]
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A Euro-6 bus emits 95% less Nox than a Euro-5 bus
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Emissions of Nox from diesel cars have fallen by 84% since the millennium The UK has already beaten EU Co2 targets for 2015, with average new car 
emissions falling below 130g/km by 2013
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